
BASED  ON REAL OR PERCEIVED SEXUAL ORIENTATION 
AND GENDER IDENTITY OF PERSONS IN NIGERIA 



ABOUT ICARH

International Centre for Advocacy on Right to Health (ICARH) is a 
Nigeria-based registered Non-profit making organisation 
working to protect, uphold and promote the rights of sexual 

minorities and LGBTQI+ persons living with HIV in Nigeria, through 
research, analysis, training, awareness campaign development and 
advocacy. Established in 1999 and registered 2010 with the 
Corporate Affairs Commission.

Some of our services include:
Sexual Health Services: Prevention and Treatment of HIV/AIDs and 
syndromic management of Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs) 
among LGBTQI+ persons and Female Sex Workers, which include; 
HTS services, ARV and PrEP/PEP dispensation, Cryotherapy 
treatment of anogenital warts.

Human Rights Services: Advocating for the protection of the rights 
of LGBTQI+ persons via legal and paralegal services, creating 
access to emergency support and response to cases of violence 
against LGBTQI+ persons and access to justice systems through the 
use of a network of lawyers and trained community-based 
paralegals.

Psychotherapy Services: Provision of psycho-social services to 
LGBTQI+ persons with mental health challenges by creating an 
enabling environment free from bias, discrimination and stigma. 
These services are provided via virtual and physical therapy.

Other services include; research, training and capacity building.
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Toll Free Helpline: 0800CALLICARH (080225542274)
Press 1 - for Human Rights Services 
Press 2 - for Sexual Health Services 
Press 3 - for Mental Health Services 

WHATSAPP Human Rights 
Helpline: 07083694605

WHATSAPP AND VIRTUAL COUNSELLING 
Helpline: 08171144447

Email:             info@icarh.org
Website: www.icarh.org
Twitter:  twitter.com/icarh_ng
Facebook: facebook.com/icarhng
Instagram: instagram.com/icarh_ng
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ABBREVIATIONS

SSMPA  Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act 2014

ICARH  International Center for Advocacy on Right to Health

SOGIESCs Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Expression 

  and Sex Characteristics

NHRC  National Human Rights Commission

LGBTQI+ Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Queer Intersex

ACHPR  African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights

NHRC  United Nations Human Rights Council

VAPP  Violence Against Persons (Prohibition)

PTSD  Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
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GLOSSARY

GENDER: Socially constructed roles, behaviour, activities and attributes 
that a given society considers most appropriate and valuable for 
women, men, boys and girls which determines relations between them.

GENDER IDENTITY: A person's private sense of their own gender, this is 
separate from their assigned sex and appearance. 

GENDER EXPRESSION: It is the way in which a person expresses their 
gender identity, typically through their appearance, dress, and behaviour.

NON-BINARY: Any gender identity which does not fit the male and female 
binary spectrum.

GENDER FLUID: Person who moves between gender identities.

TRANSGENDER: Person whose gender identity is different from the 
gender they were thought to be at birth.

INTERSEX: Person born with sex characteristics such as genitals or 
chromosomes that do not fit the typical definitions of male or female.

TRANSPHOBIA: Dislike of or hatred/prejudice against transsexual or 
transgender persons.

HOMOPHOBIA: Dislike of or hatred/prejudice against gay persons.

SEXUAL ORIENTATION: How a person characterizes their sexuality, i.e 
Gay, Straight etc.

GAY: A sexual orientation that describes a person who is emotionally or 
sexually attracted to people of their own gender; commonly used to 
describe men.

LESBIAN: A woman who is emotionally or sexually attracted to other 
women.

BISEXUAL: A person who is emotionally or sexually attracted to more than 
one sex or gender.
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REPORT BRIEF

Violence in Nigeria, despite relevant laws and structures put in place 
to curb these forms of human rights breach, is on the rise. In recent 
times, Nigeria has undergone a series of security issues which is 

now of state concern. Amidst these, LGBTQI+ persons form a part of 
persons who have experienced violence, which oftentimes is as a result of 
their sexual orientation, gender identity and expression. In this instance, 
LGBTQI+ persons encounter multiple and severe layers of trauma as they 
encounter violence, without any means of accessing justice systems or any 
form of legal representation.

Limitation of information and awareness makes it difficult for many 
Nigerians to ensure promotion and protection of their basic rights. 
Coupled with this, most Nigerian citizens have biased opinions on 
LGBTQI+ persons based on their cultural, religious and personal beliefs. 

In January 2014, the Nigeria government passed into law the Same Sex 
Marriage (Prohibition) Act (SSMPA) that criminalises LGBTQI+ persons in 
the country, despite her being a signatory to many regional and 
international treaties such as the African Charter on Human and People's 
Rights, the International Covenant on Economic Social and cultural rights, 
etc., which state fairness, equality and non-discrimination as fundamental 
principles to be enacted and infused to all, including LGBTQI+ persons in 
the country.
 
Despite the existence of these documents, individuals who identify or are 
perceived as LGBTQI+ in the community remain susceptible to a wide 
range of abuses; ranging from threat to life, physical and sexual assault and 
battery, theft, blackmail and extortion, arbitrary arrest, rape etc. all 
perpetuated by state and non-state actors. These persons are unable to 
seek protection or justice despite the existence of a constitution 
protecting their rights as humans.

This violations report explains survivors' ordeals with perpetrators who are 
either or both state and non-state actors and shines a light on areas within 
the FCT prone to high human rights violations. It further discusses the legal 
frameworks governing human rights of persons nationally, regionally and 
internationally.
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An outstanding part of this report is that it provides data on the mental 
health of LGBTQI+ persons who have experienced violence and shows the 
age segregation and typology of their cases based on their experience.

Recommendations (as a way forward) are also highlighted, which when 
implemented will serve as advocacy tools for policy changes and inclusivity 
of issues affecting LGBTQI+ persons in Nigeria.
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK

National Legal Framework

Within the national legal framework for Nigeria, the Constitution 
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as amended) in 
Chapter IV (Section 33 to Section 44) lays out fundamental rights 

which are to be enjoyed by every person or citizen without discrimination 
or bias. LGBTQI+ persons are not excluded from enjoying these rights set 
out just on the basis of their sexual orientation or gender identity. Rights 
protected under the constitution are the right to life, dignity of human 
persons, freedom of association, expression, privacy, fair hearing and 
many more. There is also the right to non-discrimination.

The constitution remains the GRUNDNORM and is superior to any other 
law, which means that any law that is inconsistent or contravenes the 
constitution is null and void to the extent of that inconsistency or 
contravention.

To protect citizens and curb the high rate of violence through prevention, 
punishment and remedies, the National Assembly in 2015 enacted the 
Violence Against Persons Prohibition Act (VAPP Act). This law was an 
improvement on the Criminal and Penal Codes which have been in 
existence and were archaic. The law was passed in a bid to eliminate 
violence in private and public life; prohibit all forms of violence, including 
physical, sexual, psychological, domestic, harmful traditional practices; 
discrimination against persons and to provide maximum protection and 
effective remedies for victims and punishment of offenders.

There are however extant laws that discriminate against LGBTQI+ persons 
in Nigeria and violate the provisions of the Constitution thereby infringing 
on the rights of LGBTQI+ persons in Nigeria. The Criminal, Penal and 
Sharia Penal Codes directly criminalizes sexual acts that are perceived or 
known to occur between persons of the same sex. 

Prominent among these discriminatory laws is the Same Sex Marriage 
Prohibition Act (SSMPA) which was enacted in 2014 and stipulates a 14 
years imprisonment term for same sex relationships (marriages and civil 
union) and a 10 year imprisonment penalty for registration, operation and 
participation in “gay clubs, societies and organisations.” It also stipulates a 
10-year imprisonment penalty for “a person or group of persons who 
administers, witnesses, abets or aids the solemnization of a same sex 
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marriage or civil union, or supports the registration, operation and 
sustenance of gay clubs, societies, organisations, processions or meetings 
in Nigeria.” This law completely prohibits the “public show of same sex 
amorous relationships in Nigeria.

This legislation has been used as a basis for discrimination, violence, and 
harassment against LGBTQ people in Nigeria by both state and non-state 
actors over the years.

Regional Legal Framework.

Nigeria as a country is a signatory to most of the human rights treaties both 
globally and regionally. Regionally, Nigeria has ratified and domesticated 
the African Charter on Human and People's Rights (ACHPR).

The African Charter guarantees equality before the law and equal 
protection of law, the right to life, right to dignity of human persons, right 
to liberty and security of the person, freedom of expression, association, 
assembly, etc. and non-discriminatory enjoyment of all these rights 
“without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, colour, sex, 
language, religion, political and other opinion, national and social origin, 
fortune, birth or other status”. The words 'such as' and 'other status' 
indicate that the listed grounds are not exhaustive and have been 
established by the African Commission on Human and People's Rights to 
include age, disability and sexual orientation.

In 2014, the African Commission alarmed by acts of violence, 
discrimination and other human rights violation which continued to be 
committed on LGBTQI+ persons in many parts of Africa, went further to 
enact the ACHPR Resolution 275 which is the Protection against Violence 
and other Human Rights Violations against Persons on the basis of their 
real or imputed Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity. This was a landmark 
intervention for the African continent which sought to protect LGBTQI+ 
persons from such violence that includes 'corrective' rape, physical 
assaults, torture, murder, arbitrary arrests, detentions, extra-judicial killings 
and executions, forced disappearances, extortion and blackmail which is 
prevalent within the continent.

International Legal Framework
Globally, the major human rights instruments which culminates from the 
Bill of Rights or the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (the 
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) provides for the 
universal rights to which every person from across the world is entitled to. 
These rights are to be enjoyed by every human being irrespective of 
his/her or their sexual orientation or gender identity. 

In 2006, a groundbreaking framework was provided by a group of human 
rights experts which was called the “Yogyakarta Principles on the 
application of international human rights law in relation to sexual 
orientation and gender identity” which focused on the human rights of 
LGBTQI+ people across the globe. In November 2017, the principles were 
updated by the adoption of Additional Principles and State Obligations on 
the Application of international human rights law in relation to sexual 
orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics to 
complement the Yogyakarta Principles. 

The Yogyakarta Principles address the broad range of human rights 
standards and their application to issues of sexual orientation and gender 
identity. These include extrajudicial executions, violence and torture, 
access to justice, privacy, non-discrimination, rights to freedom of 
expression and assembly, employment, health, education, immigration 
and refugee issues, public participation, protection of human rights 
defenders and a variety of other rights.

The United Nations Human Rights Council has also adopted two 
resolutions to cater to the rights of LGBTQI+ people. In 2011 and 2014, 
Resolution 17/19 and 27/32 were adopted on Human Rights, Sexual 
Orientation and Gender Identity. These resolutions sought to tackle the 
issues of discrimination laws and practices against LGBTQI+ people 
through study, documentation and dialogue and a further update to share 
good practices and ways to overcome violence and discrimination against 
LGBTQI+ people in application of existing international human rights laws 
and standards.

Further to these resolutions, the UNHRC established an Independent 
Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual 
orientation and gender identity via Resolution 32/2 with the mandate to 
assess the implementation of existing international human rights 
instruments, to raise awareness, identify and address the root causes of 
violence and discrimination, engage in dialogue and to consult with States 
and other relevant stakeholders, address the multiple, intersecting and 
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aggravated forms of violence and conduct, facilitate and support the 
provision of advisory services, technical assistance, capacity-building and 
international cooperation in support of national efforts to combat violence 
and discrimination against persons on the basis of their sexual orientation 
or gender identity.

All these, work together to form the legal framework for the protection of 
LGBTQI+ people from violence and discrimination and reiterates the 
human rights principle of indivisibility, interdependence and non-
discrimination. The dignity and rights of LGBTQI+ people are human 
rights and both states and non-state actors are bound to respect and 
uphold them.
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METHODOLOGY

The violations documented in this book are cases reported and 
documented by the Human Rights Department of the International 

stCenter for Advocacy on Right to Health (ICARH) between August 1  
st2020 and 31  May 2021. 

A total number of Forty-Six (46) cases were documented during this 
period. These cases were reported by survivors, friends of the survivors, 
eye-witnesses etc. Some of these cases were reported via our toll-free lines 
and some were walk-in clients. Upon receipt of these cases, they are 
documented using the Clients' Intake form, verified and proffered with 
possible strategies towards resolution.

The Client Intake form is a document used to record details of the 
survivor's ordeal or experience. This serves primarily as a documentation 
tool, at the community level, but further serves as an evidence-based 
advocacy tool document. This document is a true reflection of the context 
and situation of LGBTQI+ persons, which proves that persons based on 
their real or perceived sexual orientation, have had their rights breached. 
With the follow-up component, post-report case outcomes also document 
state actors' level of involvement and management of the case which can 
be beneficial for strategic litigation.

The Client Intake form contains vital information needed to assess the 
incident, the details of the survivors and perpetrators, and also serves as a 
supporting document in case of litigation to assist the lawyer in evaluating 
the case from inception.
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TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES 
46

TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS VIOLATED
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AGE SEGREGATION
Age distribution of the reported cases at the specified period of time. 
People between the age range of 25 to 29 experience more violations 
than others. This can be attributed to their economic status and their level 
of sexual activities.
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NON-STATE 

ACTORS

    
S/N DATE AGE GENDER TYPOLOGY OF 

VIOLATION

PERPETRATOR LOCATION

1. 10/8/2020 26 M ASSAULT NON- STATE 

ACTORS

 

KUBWA

2. 6/8/2020 26

 

M

 

ARBITRARY 

ARREST

 

STATE ACTORS

 

MARARABA

3. 7/2020 36

 

F

 

BLACKMAIL & 

WRONGFUL 

EVICTION
 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 MARARABA

4. 25/8/2020 27 M INVASION OF 

PRIVACY, 

BURGLARY, 

POSSIBLE 

EVICTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS 

KARU

5. 18/2/2020 31 M ARBITRAL ARREST 

& EXTORTION

NON-STATE & 

STATE ACTORS

NYANYA

6.  23/2/2020  34  M  INVASION OF 

PRIVACY
 

STATE AND NON -

STATE ACTORS

MARARABA

7.

 

3/9/2020

 

34

 

M

 

THREAT

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

GARKI

8.

 

9/10/2020

 

23

 

M

 

ASSAULT & 

KIDNAP

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

KUBWA

9.

 

15/10/2020

 

30

 

M

 

THREAT

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

KUBWA

10.

 

21/10/2020

 

27

 

M

 

EXTORTION & 

KIDNAP

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

DEI-DEI

11. 29/10/2020 24 F RAPE NON-STATE 

ACTORS

NYANYA

12. 14/3/2020 25 M EVICTION NON-STATE 

ACTORS

NYANYA

13. 3/11/2020 34 M KIDNAP & NON-STATE MARARABA

VIOLATIONS REPORTS FROM AUGUST 2020 TO MARCH 2021

14. 10/11/2020 27 M EXTORTION KUBWA

15. 16/9/2020 46 M EXTORTION NON-STATE 
ACTORS

MARARABA

16. 9/12/2020 36 M BLACKMAIL NON-STATE 
ACTORS

LUGBE

ACTORS
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17.

 

10/12/2020

 

41

 

M

 

BLACKMAIL & 

EXTORTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

DURUMI

18.

 

12/12/2020

 

26

 

M

 

KIDNAP. 

BLACKMAIL & 

EXTORTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

KABUSA

19. 12/02/2021 42 M COURT CASE STATE AND NON -

STATE ACTORS

LAGOS

20. 2/1/2021 53 M THEFT, 

EXTORTION & 

BLACKMAIL

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

KUBWA

21.
 

21/1/2021
 

20
 

M
 

ASSAULT & THEFT
 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS  
NYANYA

22.  21/1/2021  24  M  ASSAULT  NON-STATE 

ACTORS
 

GWARIMPA

23.

 
10/2/2021

 
27

 
M

 
BLACKMAIL & 

EXTORTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

GWAGWALAD

A

24.

 

15/5/2021

 

42

 

M

 

BLACKMAIL & 

EXTORTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

KUBWA

25.

 

22/2/2021

 

30

 

M

 

THEFT

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

KUBWA

26.

 

3/3/2021`

 

24

 

M

 

EXTORTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

KARU

27. 8/3/2021 26 M THREAT NON-STATE 

ACTORS

KARU

28. 17/3/2021 31 M ASSAULT & NON-STATE NYANYA

29.

 

17/3/2021

 

26

 

M

 

ASSAULT & 

EXTORTION

 NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 KUBWA

30.
 

19/3/2021
 

36
 

M
 

UNLAWFUL 

EVICTION

NON-STATE AND 

STATE ACTORS

DIE-DIE

 31.

 

21/3/2021

 

22

 

M

 

ARBITRARY 

ARREST

 

STATE ACTORS NYANYA

32.

 

21/3/2021

 

27

 

M

 

KIDNAP & 

EXTORTION

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

MARARABA

33. 24/3/2021 35 M DEFAMATION NON-STATE 

ACTORS

APO

15



     
 

  

     

 

34.

 

24/3/2021

 

29

 

M

 

EXTORTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

LUGBE

35. 25/3/2021 23 M THREAT NON-STATE 

ACTORS

MPAPE

36. 26/3/2021 30 M THEFT NON-STATE MPAPE

37.  27/3/2021  27  M  RAPE  NON-STATE 

ACTORS
 

KARU

38.

 

28/3/2021

 

34

 

M

 

INVASION OF 

PRIVACY, 

BURGLARY, 

FORCEFUL 

EVICTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

DIE-DIE

39.

 

30/3/2021

 

43

 

M

 

BLACKMAIL

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

MPAPE

40.

 

31/3/2021

 

21

 

M

 

ASSAULT

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

 

KARU

41.

 

6/4/2021

 

23

 

M

 

THEFT

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

WUSE

42. 8/4/2021 27 M BLACKMAIL NON-STATE

ACTORS

KUBWA

43. 11/4/2021 23 M THREAT NON-STATE NYANYA

44.  22/4/2021  33  M  EXTORTION  NON-STATE 

ACTORS
 

KARU

45.

 

6/5/2021

 

29

 

M

 

EXTORTION

 

NON-STATE 

ACTORS

MPAPE

ACTORS

ACTORS
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SUMMARY

VIOLATION REPORTS BETWEEN AUGUST 2020 TO MAY 2021.

INFOGRAPH OF CASES

27.6

 

8.6

6

3.4

8.6
5.4

8.6

15.5

 

12

 

1.7

 

EXTORTION

THREAT

THEFT

RAPE

FORCEFUL EVICTION

ARBITRARY ARREST

KIDNAP

BLACKMAIL

ASSAULT

TYPOLOGY OF CASES NO. OF CASES PERPETRATORS  PERCENTAGE

EXTORTION 16

 
STATE AND NON -STATE 

ACTORS

 

27.6%

 

THREAT TO LIFE

 

5

 

NON-STATE ACTORS

 

8.6%

 THEFT 5

 

NON-STATE ACTORS

 

8.6%

 
RAPE 2

 

NON-STATE ACTORS

 

3.4%

 

FORCEFUL EVICTION

 

5

 

NON-STATE ACTORS

 

8.6%

 

ARBITRARY ARREST

 

3

 

STATE ACTORS

 

5.4%

 

KIDNAP 5

 

NON-STATE ACTORS

 

8.6%

 

BLACKMAIL 9 NON-STATE ACTORS 15.5%

ASSAULT 7 STATE AND NON -STATE 

ACTORS

12%

INVASION OF PRIVACY 1 STATE AND NON -STATE 1.7%
ACTORS
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This table shows names of places in Abuja and its environs

S/N LOCATION NO. OF 

CASES 

REPORTED

1. APO 1

2. DURUMI

 

1

3. NYANYA

 
7

4. KABUSA 1

5. LUGBE

 

2

6. KUBWA

 

9

7. KARU 6

8. MPAPE 4

9. GWAGWALADA 1
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The cases reported and documented show the areas that are hotspots for 
the violations. These are Nyanya, Kubwa, Karu, Mararaba and Mpape.

S/N MENTAL HEALTH 

CHALLENGES
 

NO. OF CASES AGE SEG  GENDER  

1 DEPRESSION

 
27

 
24-29 (22)

 
29-

 

34 (3)

 34-39 (2)

 

MALE              (20)

FEMALE          (5)     

NON-BINARY (2)

 
2 ANXIETY DISORDER

 

36

 

24-29 (26)

 

29-

 

34 (4)

 

34-39 (6)

 

MALE              (22)

FEMALE          (8)     

NON-BINARY (2)

TRANS             (1)

3 EATING DISORDER 4 24-29 (0)

29- 34 (3)

34-39 (1)

MALE              (1)

FEMALE          (2)     

NON-BINARY (1)
 

4

 
PTSD

 
26

 
24-29 (19)

29-
 

34 (4)
 

34-39 (3)  

MALE              (17)

FEMALE          (8)     

TRANS             (1)

5
 

ADDICTION/SUBSTANCE 

ABUSE

 

17
 
24-29 (9)

 
29-

 
34 (4)

 
34-39 (4)

 

MALE              (14)

FEMALE          (1)     

NON-BINARY (2)

6

 

SUICIDAL 

THOUGHTS/SURVIVORS

 

13

 

24-29 (7)

 

29-

 

34 (4)

 

34-39 (2)

 

MALE              (7)

FEMALE       (2)     

NON-BINARY (2)

TRANS            (1)

7 PHYSICAL LOOKS/ BODY 

COMPLAINTS

8 24-29 (5)

29- 34 (3)

34-39 (0)

MALE              (3)

FEMALE          (5)     
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S/N  MENTAL HEALTH CHALLENGES  NO. OF CASES  AGE SEG GENDER

1

 
DEPRESSION 

 
4

 
24-29

 
MALE

2

 

ANXIETY DISORDER

 

3

 

24-29(2)

34-39(1)

MALE

3

 

PTSD 

 

6

 

24-29

 

MALE (4)

FEMALE (1)

TRANS (1)

4 ADDICTION 3 24-29 MALE

5 SUICIDAL THOUGHTS/ VICTIMS 1 24-29 MALE

PSYCHOTHERAPY CLIENTS FROM CASES WITH HUMAN RIGHT 
VIOLATION BACKGROUNDS 

CASE TYPOLOGY

Arbitrary Arrest

The Law

Section 364 (2) of the Criminal Code states:
“Any person who unlawfully imprisons any person within Nigeria in such a 
manner as to prevent him from applying to a court for his release or from 
discovering to any other person the place where he is imprisoned, or in 
such a manner as to prevent any person entitled to have access to him from 
discovering the place where he is imprisoned; is guilty of a felony and is 
liable to imprisonment for ten years.”

REPORTED CASE
Incident reported by BUBBLES on 6/8/2020.

BUBBLES resides in Mararaba. On a Sunday he was in his home relaxing 
alone. A group of men barged into his apartment and identified 
themselves as members of the Nigeria Police Force. They claimed the 
neighbours reported him as gay because he only has male friends and 
companions. The complainant was arrested and spent days in police 
custody. He was later released from police custody after his relatives paid 
some money. This report was brought to the organization after his release 
and he was advised to relocate from the unsafe environment. 
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Rape

The Law

Section 352 of the Criminal Code states that:
“Any person who assaults another with intent to have carnal knowledge of 
him or her against the order of nature is guilty of a felony and is liable to 
imprisonment for fourteen years”.

Section 357 of the Criminal Code states that:
“Any person who has unlawful carnal knowledge of a woman or girl, 
without her consent, or with her consent, if the consent is obtained by force 
or by means of threats or intimidation of any kind, or by fear of harm, or by 
means of false and fraudulent representation as to the nature of the act, or, 
in the case of a married woman, by personating her husband, is guilty of an 
offence which is called rape”.

Section 1 of the Violence Against Persons (Prohibition)Act 2015 states that:
1. A person commits the offence of rape if;

a. He or she intentionally penetrates the vagina, anus or   
mouth of another person with any other part of his or her 
body or anything else.

b. The other person does not consent to the penetration.
c. Or the consent is obtained by force or means of threat or 

intimidation of any kind or by fear of harm or by means of 
false and fraudulent representation as to the nature of the 
act or the use of any substance or additive capable of 
taking away the will of such person or in the case of a 
married person by impersonating his or her spouse”

REPORTED CASE

Incident reported by LADY P on 29/10/2020.

LADY P, who resides at Mararaba was targeted and raped by BABA M 
based on a rumour that the complainant was a lesbian. The case was 
transferred to the state CID for the culprit to be charged to court. However, 
the complainant backed out and the case was closed.
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(Images depicting invasion of privacy and sexual assault (Rape) from our Photo Voice Project)

(Images depicting invasion of privacy and sexual assault (Rape) from our Photo Voice Project)



Section 408 of the Criminal Code specifies blackmail and extortion as 
criminal offences:

“Any person who, with intent to extort or gain anything from any person, 
accuses or threatens to accuse any person of committing any felony or 
misdemeanor, or, offering any solicitation or threat to any person as an  
inducement to commit or permit the commission of any felony or 
misdemeanor; or threatens that any person shall be accused by any other 
person of any felony or misdemeanor, or of any such act; or knowing the 
content of the writing, causes any person to receive any writing containing 
any such accusation or threat as aforesaid ; is guilty of a felony.”

REPORTED CASE

Incident reported on 9/12/2020

PANTU is a resident of Nyanya, a border town in the Karu local government 
area of Nasarawa state, about 26 Kilometres from Abuja. He met FARMIR 
at a friend's party and they exchanged contacts. During one of his visits to 
FARMIR's home, BANTU met FARMIR's neighbour, MANNY, in the house. 
MANNY then left, FARMIR and BANTU thought they were alone and 
started making out. MANNY then walked in on them making out and video 
recorded it.

The complainant was then blackmailed with video by the perpetrator who 
demanded  N100,000.

The organization stepped in by arranging a meeting with the perpetrator, 
where he stated he needed the money for rent, he apologized to the 
complainant and deleted the video. The case was resolved.
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(Images depicting blackmail and extortion from our Photo Voice Project)

(Images depicting blackmail and extortion from our Photo Voice Project)



FORMS OF VIOLENCE

1. BLACKMAIL AND EXTORTION: Blackmail is the action, treated as a 
criminal offence, of demanding payment or another benefit from 
someone in return for not revealing compromising or damaging 
information about them, while extortion is the practice of obtaining 
something, especially money, through force or threats. In this regard, 
state and non-state actors perpetrate this criminal act on LGBTQI+ 
person in Nigeria.

2. KIDNAPPING: This is an act of abducting someone and holding them 
captive. This is a way of confining or detaining someone unlawfully.

3. INVASION OF PRIVACY: This is the unjustifiable intrusion into the 
personal life of another without consent.

4. ASSAULT: This is an act that threatens physical harm to a person, 
whether or not actual harm is done, this could be verbal or physical 
attack.

5. THEFT: This is an act or crime of stealing.
6. THREAT TO LIFE A statement of an intention to inflict pain, injury, 

damage, or other hostile action on someone in retribution for 
something done or not done.

7. RAPE:  This is a type of sexual assault usually involving sexual 
intercourse or other forms of sexual penetration carried out against a 
person without that person's consent. The act may be carried out by 
physical force, coercion, abuse of authority, or against a person who is 
incapable of giving valid consent, such as one who is unconscious, 
incapacitated, has an intellectual disability, or is below the legal age 
of consent

8. ARBITRARY ARREST: Arbitrary arrest and arbitrary detention are the 
arrest  or  detention of an individual in a case in which there is no 
likelihood or evidence that they committed a crime against legal 
statute, or in which there has been no proper due process of law or 
order.

9. WRONGFUL EVICTION: This is also known as the forcible or unlawful 
removal of a tenant from a premises or the keeping of a tenant out of a 
premises by use of force, fear or other unlawful means.

10.   BURGLARY: The act of breaking and entering a dwelling to commit a 
felony (such as theft) broadly: the entering of a building with the 
intent to commit a crime.
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11.  DEFAMATION: The action of damaging the good reputation of 
someone; (slander or libel), especially when someone is being bad-
mouthed or outed in this context. Defamation is the oral or written 
communication of a false statement about another that unjustly 
harms their reputation and usually constitutes a tort or crime.
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RECOMMENDATION

1. Development of campaigns and sensitization in collaboration with 
civil societies, government agencies, traditional rulers and 
religious rulers on the need to promote and see the rights of 
LGBTQI+ persons as the same as of every other citizen.

2. Involve the state actors for proper investigations and prosecution 
of persons who perpetuate violence against LGBTQI+ persons.

3. Enactment of laws that will discourage jungle justice and ensure 
fair hearing.

4. Introduction of SOGIE into school curriculums for inclusivity and 
proper education and understanding of LGBTQI+ persons.

5. NHRC inclusion of sex minority violence report into the national 
violation report for Nigeria annually. 

6. Introduction of SOGIE into the police academy school curriculum 
for inclusivity and proper knowledge of LGBTQI+ persons, and 
proper rules of engagement.

7. Repealment of discriminatory laws against sexual minorities for 
the protection of their rights.

8. Promotion and creation of awareness for inclusive psychosocial 
services for members of the LGBTQI+ community.
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APPENDICES

SYNOPSIS OF THE VAPP ACT

The VAPP Act was passed into law in a bid to eliminate violence in private 
and public life; prohibit all forms of violence, including physical, sexual, 
psychological, domestic, harmful traditional practices; discrimination 
against persons and to provide maximum protection and effective 
remedies for victims and punishment of offenders.

The content of the Act is rich in its provisions as it covers most of the 
prevalent forms of violence in Nigeria today ranging from physical 
violence; psychological violence; sexual violence; harmful traditional 
practices; and socio-economic violence. The National Agency for the 
Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons (NAPTIP) is named as the service 
provider.

Under the VAPP Act, rape, spousal battery, forceful ejection from home, 
forced financial dependence or economic abuse[6], harmful widowhood 
practices, female circumcision or genital mutilation, abandonment of 
children, harmful traditional practices, harmful substance attacks such as 
acid baths, political violence, forced isolation and separation from family 
and friends, depriving persons of their liberty, incest, indecent exposure 
and violence by state actors (especially government security forces) 
among others are punishable offences. Some of these will be discussed 
shortly.

a) Rape

One of the very notable and commendable provisions of the Act is its 
expansion of the meaning of rape and its prohibition thereof. While other 
existing laws limited their scope of rape to protect only females in relation 
to vaginal penetration without consent, the VAPP Act has taken a giant 
stride to expand the meaning and scope of rape. By virtue of the Act, rape 
is when a person intentionally penetrates the vagina, anus or mouth of 
another person  with any other part of his or her  body or anything  else 
without consent, or where such consent is obtained by force  or means  of 
threat  or intimidation  of any  kind  or by  fear  of harm  or  by  means  of 
false  and  fraudulent representation  as to the nature  of the act or the use 
of any substance  or additive  capable  of taking  away the  will  of such 
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person  or in  the case of a married  person  by impersonating his or her 
spouse. By this definition, both males and females are protected against 
rape. The issue of rape being gender biased has been a jurisprudential 
issue in Nigeria for a while because our law, as it then was, does not 
recognize situations wherein a man would or could be raped. Thus, 
instances such as the one reported in Daily Post on the 17th of July, 2012 
where a man was allegedly “raped” to death by his wives, was not 
classified as rape but manslaughter.

The Act also, in its progressive nature, took cognizance of the fact that sex 
now goes beyond the primary sex organs and thus, extended the scope of 
rape to include anus and mouth. This is because it was difficult in times 
past, to bring an issue of forceful anal or oral sex under the umbrella of rape 
simply because such occasion was not envisaged or accommodated by 
our laws.

b) Prohibition of Female Circumcision or Genital Mutilation

Circumcision and genital mutilation, a practice that is still practiced in our 
society and even regarded as a culture among some, is now, by virtue of 
the provision of the Act, an offence irrespective of the part of the country 
she comes from. A Person who performs female circumcision or genital 
mutilation or engages another to carry out such circumcision or mutilation 
commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a term of imprisonment 
not exceeding 4 years or to a fine not exceeding N200,000.00 or both. 
Also, anyone who attempts to carry out the offence of female circumcision 
or genital mutilation also commits an offence and is liable on conviction to 
a term of imprisonment not exceeding 2 years or to a fine not exceeding 
N100,000.00 or both. A person who also incites , aids or abets or counsels 
another to commit the offence of female circumcision or mutilation 
commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a term of imprisonment 
not exceeding 2 years or to a fine not exceeding N100,000.00 or both.

c) Domestic Offences

i. Abandonment of children, spouse and other dependants without means 
of sustenance

It is no longer considered strange in Nigeria, to hear that a spouse 
(particularly a man) has abandoned his responsibilities in the home and 
absconded either with another lover or even to an entirely unknown place. 
The VAPP Act has now made it a crime to abandon one's spouse, children 
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and other dependents without sustenance and anyone guilty of this will 
face charges of imprisonment of not less than one year or a fine of not less 
than N100,000. Even a person  who  receives  or  assists another  who, to 
his or her  knowledge, committed this offence  is  considered an accessory 
after  the fact  and is  liable  on conviction  to a term  of imprisonment  not  
exceeding 1 year or to a fine  not exceeding N100,000.00  or both.

ii. Forceful ejection from home

Forceful ejection by any marriage partner is also now prohibited. 
Consequently, any partner who forcefully evicts his/her partner from his or 
her home or refuses access commits an offence attracting imprisonment 
not exceeding 2 years or to a fine not exceeding N300,000.00 or both.

iii. Spousal Battery

A  person  who  batters  his   or  her  spouse  commits  an  offence  and  is 
liable on conviction to a  term  of  imprisonment  not exceeding  3   years  
or to a fine  not exceeding N200,000.00 or both.

iv. Incest

On a regular basis, in the pages of the national dailies and other media, we 
hear about incestuous acts in our community; father sleeping with his 
daughter, brothers and sisters in incestuous activities, grandfather and 
grandchild having sexual relations and other forms of incestuous acts. The 
VAPP defines incest to mean  “an indecent  act or an act which causes  
penetration  with  a  person  who is, to  his  or  her  knowledge,  his  or her  
daughter  or  son,  granddaughter  or  son,  sister   brother,  mother  or 
father,  niece  or nephew,  aunt/uncle, grandmother or granduncle” and 
goes further to provide that any  person  who  knowingly and  willfully have  
carnal  knowledge  of another  within  the prohibited  degrees  of 
consanguinity and affinity  contained  in  the  Schedule  to the  Act with  or 
without  consent,  commits  incest and  is  liable  on conviction  to a 
minimum  term of 10 years imprisonment without an option  of fine where 
sex was without consent, and where  the two parties consent  to commit  
incest, 5   years  imprisonment  without  an option  of fine.

d) Compensation to Victims

Another enviable feature of the Act is its provision for compensation to 
victims of crimes under the Act. The Act provides that the Court shall award 
appropriate compensation to the victim as it may deem fit in the 
circumstance. And in addition to the rights provided for under chapter IV 
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of the Nigerian Constitution, victims and survivors of violence are entitled 
to comprehensive medical, psychological, social and legal assistance by 
accredited service providers and government agencies or non-
governmental  agencies providing  such assistance; information  on the 
availability  of  legal,  health  and social  services and other relevant  
assistance and be readily afforded access to them; rehabilitation  and 
reintegration  programme.

e) Protection of Victims

The lawmakers, taking cognizance of the fact that victims or potential 
victims might not want to come forward to lodge complaints in relation to 
offences under the Act because of the fear of further victimization in the 
wider society (especially at the workplace),  provides that no  complainant  
of  any  offence  under  the  Act  shall  be  expelled, disengaged, 
suspended  or punished  in  any  form  whatsoever  by virtue of the action 
of compliance  with  the provisions  of this Act.

The identities of victims of offences under the Act are also sought to be 
protected. The Act provides for the number and categories of persons that 
may be in court during trial, it empowers the Court to hear proceedings in 
camera or to exclude any person from attending such proceedings and 
prohibits the publication of certain information in relation to the trial. This 
is to ensure that the dignity of the victim (and other parties to the trial) is 
protected.

The Act provides an extensive protection order. Protection order, 
according to the Act is an  official  legal  document,  signed  by a Judge 
that restrains  an individual  or State  actors  from  further abusive  
behaviour towards  a victim. This provision of the law is a very laudable one 
in that it curtails and mitigates, on the short term, the abuse of persons 
especially in private spaces; it also shows that the Act is both protective 
and preventive in its measures. Thus, a person who has been a victim of 
violence, and in the risk of further violence, can apply for a protection order 
to be issued against his/her violator(s). The protection order is to be 
accompanied by a warrant for the arrest of the respondent and it remains 
valid throughout the period of the protection order. Where the   
respondent has contravened any prohibition, condition, obligation or 
order contained in a protection order, a complainant may hand the warrant  
of arrest together with  an  affidavit  in  the prescribed form to  any police 
officer may proceed to arrest the respondent if he has reasonable grounds 
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to  suspect  that the  complainant may  suffer  imminent  harm.

f) Attempt as an offence

In the Act, attempting to commit an offence is an offence in itself. The Act 
thus provides for appropriate punishment for the attempt of commission 
of offences under the Act.

g) Provision for smooth operation of the law

In a bid to promote the judicious implementation of the Act, the Act makes 
it an offence for any person to defraud or conceal an offence or frustrate 
the investigation and prosecution of offenders under the Act or any other 
enactment which is deemed a felony and is liable on conviction to a term of 
imprisonment not exceeding 3 years or to a fine not exceeding 
N200,000.00 or both. Similarly, a person who willfully makes false 
statement, whether oral or documentary in any judicial proceeding under 
the Act with the aim of initiating investigation or criminal proceedings 
under the Act against another person commits an offence is liable on 
conviction to a fine of N200,000.00 or a term of imprisonment not 
exceeding 12 months.

h) Socio –economic violence

Abduction, prohibition of harmful widowhood practices, abuse, harmful 
traditional practice, attack with harmful substances, date rape, damage to 
property with intention to cause distress, deprivation of liberty, forced 
financial dependence or economic abuse, forced isolation or separation 
from family and friends, stalking, coercion, intimidation etc are some of the 
socio-economic violence prohibited by the Act.

i) Sexual offender's Record

Prior to now, there is no record of sexual offenders in Nigeria. The Act has 
thus provided for a register for convicted sexual offenders, which shall be 
maintained and accessible to the public and where a person has more than 
one conviction of sexual offence, the court may declare such a person a 
dangerous sexual offender.

j) Superiority of the Act

Where there is a conflict between any provision of the Act and any  other 
provision  on  similar  offences  in the Criminal  Code, Penal  Code  and  
Criminal  Procedure Code, the provisions of the Act shall  supersede.
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k) Political Violence

The Act defines political  violence to mean 'any act or attempted act of 
violence perpetrated  in  the course of political  activities,  such  as 
elections,  and  including thuggery, mugging, use  of force  to disrupt 
meetings or the use  of dangerous  weapons that may  cause  bodily  harm  
or injury' and anybody found guilty of such, commits an  offence  and  is 
liable on  conviction to a term of imprisonment not exceeding  4 years or 
to a fine not exceeding  N500,000.00 or both.  A state actor  who  commits 
political violence commits an offence  and  is  liable on conviction to a term  
of  imprisonment  not exceeding 4 years  or  to a fine not exceeding 
�1,000,000.00 or both. Where the offender is a state actor, the State is 
liable for the offence committed by its agents and the Court shall award 
appropriate compensation  commensurate with  the extent and amount of 
damages.

PERCEIVED DRAWBACKS IN RELATION TO THE ACT

The major drawback in relation to this law is its limited application to the 
Federal Capital Territory, Abuja and only the High Court of the Federal 
Capital Territory Abuja empowered by an Act of Parliament has the 
jurisdiction to hear and grant any application brought under the Act.

Duplicity of laws is another major downside of the Act given that most of 
the crimes stipulated in the VAPP are provided for in the existing criminal 
laws and also there are provisions for liberty of the citizen in sections 35, 
40, and 41 of the constitution.
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CONCLUSION

It is believed that this Act will bring succor and effective remedies to 
millions of victims who have suffered violence, in one form or the other, 
in silence without recourse to justice or rehabilitative, psychological or 

social support for their recovery and reintegration. The Act does not only 
ensure that the violators are brought to justice, but also that the victims are 
adequately compensated, re- integrated into the society and given the 
necessary support and protection. It is thus expected that the other states 
in Nigeria will take immediate and necessary action to adopt and enact 
similar laws on Violence against persons.
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